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Let R be a commutative ring. In [3] we defined a generalization D(B, V, φ)
of quaternion algebra over R. In this note we use a notation ί ' ^ j instead
\ R '
of D(By V, φ), where φ= (F, φ). The first object in this paper is to show the
following generalizations of the well known classical formulas
R \ R \ R
B*B' * r
 a symmetric bilinear
Λ-module φ0=(U, φ0). From the formulas, it is deduced that every element in
Quat (R), the subgroup of Brauer group generated by quaternion algebras, is
expressed as Γ?^j Γ j^^ l..!"^ ..^ "^!
 for n< | Qs(R)\, where QS(R) is the
quadratic extension group. The second object is to investigate on a quaternion
^-algebra (?l^\ such that (*LΦ\~R. We shall show that if (^ -2)~#
\ R / \ R / \ R I
then φ is 72-free i.e. φ=(a.y for some unit a in R, furthermore, if 2 is invertible
in R then ~R implies for some unite a and b in RyR / \ R / \ R
( τ> \' ^ 1 to bejR /(D \ / D \* ^jgg j?2; t—L_Z_ i is isomorphic to a matrix ring jR2 if and only if there is aR ' \ R /
quadratic extension Bf of R such that [B'} is identity element in QS(R) and{ D \? Φ\~DBrΊ)R. Particularly, if 2 is invertible in Λ, we have some equivalentR / (D _j\? ^j^^^ and as a corollary we have Hom12(.B, B)^R2 forJ? /
every [B] in QS(Λ). Throughout this paper, we assume that R is a commutative
ring, every ring has identity element, and every subring and extension ring of a
ring have a common identity element.
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1. Definitions and preliminary
Let B be an extension ring of R. If the residue Λ-bimodule B/R is in-
vertible, then B is called a quadratic extension of -R. As well known, if B is
an 72-algebra and quadratic extension of R then B is commutative (cf. [8]).
And, if B is a separable commutative quadratic extension, then BlDR is a
Galois extension with Galois group G= {/, r} , where r is characterized as the
unique jR-algebra automorphism of B such that Br(—{b^B] r(b)=b})=R (cf.
[8]). Then every Λ-algebra automorphism of B is expressed as e τ-f(l— e)I for
some idempotent e in R and identity map / on B, and is an involution (cf. [4]).
Therefore, we shall call the automorphism T the main involution of B, and
denote it by r(b)=b for b&B. For a separable commutative quadratic extension
Bl3R, we consider a hermitian left J?-module φ= (V, φ) defined by a finitely
generated projective left β-module V and a hermitian form φ: VxV-*B,
satisfied φ(v, v')=φ(v' ', v) and φ(au-\-bv, v')=a φ(u, v')+b φ(v, v') for u, v^v'^V
and a, b^B. When V is an invertible left B-module, we shall call φ=(V, φ) a
rank one hermitian left B-module. If 9?, =(F, , φl), i=\,2 are hermitian left
.β-modules, then the tensor product φl®φ2=(Vl®BV2, φ^®φ2) is a hermitian
left β-module defined by φ,®φ2: V,®BV2X F1®BF2->B; (b{®b2, έ/®V)W^>
Φ\(b^ b^2(b2, b2'). If φ0=(U, φ0) is a symmetric bilinear left Λ-module, then
iB°φ0=(B®RUy iB°<po) is a hermitian left .B-module defined by iBφ0(b®u, b'®uf)
=b φ0(u, u')ΐ)' for b®u, b'®u' in B®RU. A ring D is called a quaternion R-
algebra if D satisfies the following conditions
1) D is an Azumaya 7?-algebra,
2) there is a subring B of D such that DlDJB is a quadratic extension and
jBZ)J? is a separable quadratic extension.
If D is a quaternion JR-algebra and B is such a subring of D as above defini-
tion, then B is a maximal commutative subring of D and there is a rank one
non degenerate hermitian left B-module φ= (V, φ) such that D=B®V and the
multiplication in D is characterized by (b-}-v) (b/-^v/)=bbf-\-bv/-\-b/v-\~φ(v) v')
for b+v, iM VeBΘF, (cf. [3]) Then D is denoted by - In the Brauer
XV
group #(/?) of R, we denote by « Quat(/?) the subgroup of B(R) generated by
classes of quaternion Λ-algebras. We define an integer LQ(R) as follows; for
any integer n, LQ(R)^n if and only if every element of Quat (R) is expressed as
a class of a tensor product of m quaternion Λ-algebras for some integer wίgw.
The set QS(R) of isomorphism classes [B]'s of separable commutative
quadratic extensions B's of R is an abelian group under the product [JSJ [B2]=
[JB^BJ, where J51*B2=(β1®1?J52)τιχT2 for the main involution T. of Bt , i=l, 2.
The identity element of QS(R) is [R X jR], (cf. [8]).
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2. Tensor product of quaternion /^-algebras
In [3] we showed that a quaternion jR-algebra ( ' ^ j is a generalized
\ R /
crossed product of B and G=G(BIR)={I, r}. Using an idea of Hattori [2],
we have
Theorem 1. We have Brauer equivalence
R
Proof. Let <?={/, τ{ be the Galois group of Bl)R, and ΛI} •••#„, JΊ, -"jy,,
a G-Galois system of 5, i.e. it satisfies 2, #, j, =l, 2ί *«T(j»)=^ ^n -^  Then
e1=Σ<
Λ;
« ®3'« and e2=Σ»
 Λ;i®τ(>'< )::= Σiτ(Λ:« )®IVί=l®l~eι are orthgonal
idempotents in (?±Sι\ ®J^-^ί\ It is known that
= ^ (JS ®
Λ
β) φ e,
, where ^=(7,,
 Ψi) ί=l, 2.
Theorem 2. Let φQ=(U, φ0) be a rank one non degenerate symmetric bilinear
R-module. Then we have
' Έ>J319 Z^j0*
R J^κ\ R / \ R J κ\ R
and
R I
Proof. From the definition of (B i*°Φ \ we can put (B» '""^ ^^
\ jR / \ Jf? /
nU, (B» lB*°φ»}=Bz®B2®RU, and the tensor product D=( l^il^ !\ /? / \ jR
[7. Since B^β, is a subring of B,®^,, D=(B" l
\ R
tains A=gι*^«θ(^ι*^t)®gt/=i l * > J i * f t θ y o and
con
.
as subrings. Every element of B^β^
ΓV /
T2
 commutes with every element of B^®RU®RB2®RU, therefore
j *B2)®i? C^ and -Bι®ΛZ7®j?/Z(8)jeϊ7 commute elementwise, and so are Bλ®RR
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and (B^B2)®RU. Accordingly, subrings Dt and D2 of D commute elementwise,
and so a ring homomorphism Z)1®/?D2->Z) is defined by the contraction. Using
the following lemma and the fact that Dl®RD2 and D are Azumaya JR-algebras,
we can check that D1®RD2->D is an isomorphism. Namely, since (B^pR)
(B^B2)=(B1®RB2γ^(Bl®RB2γ^r2=Bl®RB2, we have D,D2=D. From the
definition of hermitian module, we have iB^°((Po®(Po}^(^Bj0(
therefore by [3], (2.10), we have (fl» lB^φ°®φ^)^HomR(B®RU9\ R /
HomR(B, B)~R.
Lemma 1. Let A~DB be a G-Galoίs extension of commutative rings. If G
is a direct product of normal subgroups G1 and G2, then we have
A = AGιAG2<=*AGι®BA
G2 .
Proof. This is obtained immediately from Theorem 3.4 in [1] applying
to the contract ring homomorphism AGι®BA
G
*->A.
Lemma 2. Let Bl and B2 be separable commutative quadratic extensions
such that [ΰj^fβj in QS(R), and σ: B1->J52 an R-algebra isomorphism. If φ1=
(J^n Φ\) and φ2—(V2> ^2) are rank one non degenerate hermitian left B^ and B2-
modules, respectively, such that there is a σ-semi-linear isomorphism h: Vl-^V2
making the following diagram commut\
B! - > B2
then there is an R-algebra isomorphism f: ( 1? ^?1 )-»( 2>^2), and f induces σ and
V R / ^ R /
h on B1 and Vl respectively.
Proof. From the definitions of ( " ^  j /=!, 2,/ is immediately defined
V R /
by σ and h, (cf. [5], Prop. 3).
Propsotion 1. Let ( " ΦΛ and ( v ΦΛ b
e
 quaternion algebras such that
V R / \ R /
J = [β2] in QS(R). Then there is a quaternion R-algebra (Bl> φ*'\ such that\ R /
, Therefore, we have
'
 provίded
 ™=iBJ in Q*
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Proof. Suppose [£J=[52] in QS(R). There is an Λ-algebra isomorphism
σ\ B2-^B1. Then, by change of ring, there is a rank one non degenerate her-
mitian ^-module φ2
/
=(B1®B2V2J σΦz) f°Γ 9>2=(^2> Φ*) Front σ" and a σ-semi-
linear isomorphism h: V2-^B^®B2V2\ vW^l®v, one can construct an R-
algebra isomorphism /: ί 2> ^2 V»ί 1? ^2 ) by Lemma 2. Accordingly, by
\ j£V / \ JΓY /
Theorem 1 we have f J^WJ^WJkgϊWffr. P./W*»P.®9V Λ / *V Λ / V R /w*\ /? / V Λ
Let us denote by 1 5X-R) I the cardinal number of the set QS(R).
Theorem 3. We have
LQ(R)^ Qs(R)\-l.
Proof. Suppose \Q
s
(R)\=n<°°, and Qj(R)={[B0]=l, [5J, -[
By Proposition 1, every element [^ 4] in Quat(l?) is expressed as yj~ί "
V Λ
n
-
lyφn
 for suitable ^ , ^ 2, - ^rt_1.
3. Quaternion algebra of split type
Theorem 4. For β/zy quaternion R-algebra \—L^ \ tf( ' ^}^R then φ=
\ R I \ rv /
(F, 93) w R-free, i.e. there is a lunit a in R such that φ=<(β). Then ( ' ^  j w
\ x ? /
denoted by (— )•
Proof. Put (^LJ2)=B0F, 9>=(F, 9)). Then FF=B in (^ 2\ (cf. [3],
\ R / \ R '
(2.1)). Suppose ί ? ^WHom^P, P) for a finitely generated projective and
\ R J
faithful Λ-module P. Then, P may be regarded as a faithful left ( — ^ - )-module
\ R I
and also a faithful 5-module. Since B is a maximal commutative subring of
=Hom1?(P, P), P becomes an invertible left S-module. From VVR
=5, we have P—VP^V®BP. Since P is invertible as jB-module, it means
that V is 5-free.
From Theorem 1 a n d 2 , w e have ®
Λ
~ , a n d
Bly a
z\B,*B2, a\
- ~ ΊR~Γ
A quaternion P-algebra (I^Φ]=B®V has an involution (^
\ 7 ? / \ R R
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</ΛΛΛ-»J defined by (b+v)=b— v for b^B, v^V. Then, the norm N
-+R; dW^dd defines a non degenerate quadratic Λ-module (( p^
Corollary 1. .For # quaternion R-algebra \-L^ the following conditions
\ /? /
equivalent:
1) There is a unit a contained in N(B)={bb\ b(=B} suchthat (
V JR
2) ^Hom
Λ
(£, 5).
Proof. 1)=Ξ>2): Since ί— — ) is a crossed product of a cylic group G==
^ jR /
and 5 with the trivial factor set a<=ΞN(B), we have (— )= Δ(G, B)^
V jR /
, .β), where Δ(G, 5) means a twisted group ring of G and JB. 2) =Φ 1):
By theorem 4, ( * ^J^Hom^E, B)~R implies φ=^άy for some unit α in R.
\ /? /
Then, (— L!?J is a crossed product of G=G(B/R) and 5 with the factor set a,
\ 72 /
and ^Hom
s
(JB, β)^Δ(G, fi). Therefore, a is in
R '
Lemma 3. ([3], (2.13)). Let S=B®V be a quaternion R-algebra
\ /? /
and put q=—N\ V, i.e. q(v)=—N(v)for v^V. Then (V, q) is hyperbolic if and
only if [B]=l in QS(R). If [B]=l in QS(R) then
Proof. Suppose (F, q) is hyperbolic. Then there are totally isotropic R-
submodules V
τ
 and V2 such that V=V1ΦV2 and F, is invertible, /=!, 2. Since
Q=q(v)=— N(v)=— vv=v2 for every v^V, we have ^^-=0, /=!, 2, and so
β
=
 FF- F .^H- F2FX. Put α1== FAF2 and α2= F, .^ Then we have B=a,+a2.
Therefore, there are e
ί
^a1 and ^ 2eα2 such that e1+e2=l. Since α1α2=α2α1=0,
el and ez are orthogonal idempotents and ai=eiB> i=l, 2. Applying the main
involution T of β, we have τ(β1B)=τ(F1Fa)=τ(9<F1, V2))=φ(V2, ¥,)=¥,¥,=
e2B and B==elB®e2Bί therefore [B]=ί in ρ )^. Conversely, if [B]=l in ρ5(Λ),
there are orthogonal idempotents e1 and ^2 such that B=e1B(&e2B and !^= 2^.
Then we have V=elV@e2V and ^F, ^2F are totally isotropic Λ-submodule of
(F, 5), because of q(e1v)=elve1v=e1e1v2=0 for every e^e^F. If [-B]=l in
Q
s
(R)y then the Clifford algebra C(F, 5) of (F, #) is similar to R and isomorphic
to £ , (cf. [3], (2.8)), and so
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Proposition 2. If a quaternion R-algebra ( ' ^ j contains a separable quad-
\ R /
ratio extension B' of R, then there is a rank one non degenerate hermitian B' -module
φ' such that
Proof. Firstly we shall show that B' is a maximal commutative subring of
( ' )• Since Bf is a separable subalgebra of the Azumaya .R-algebra ( ' ^ 1,
\ R / \ R /
the commutor ring B"=ib^(^-¥\\ bb'=b'b for all b'<=B'\ is also separable
over R, (cf. [6], Theorem 2). Then we have that -?=)£//^β/=)Λ, B" is a
\ R '
direct summand of ( * ^ j as left jB"-module, and so is B' as left .B'-module.
\ R J
When we consider (—L^)®RR/tti for a maximal ideal m of R, we have \—L^}V jR / V R '
®RRjmilB''®RRlm^Bf®RRlm'^)Rlm, therefore we may assume that R is a
field. If B"^Bf, then B" becomes a commutative subring of ( * ^ j having
V J? /
[5": #]=3. This is imposible for the simple ring ί^£\ with Γ(^2): lί]=4.
Accordingly, 57 is a maximal commutative subring of f ' ^ ). By [7], Proposi-
> jR /
tion 3 and [3], (2,.l) and (2.2), we have i-2 = ί_2_ for some rank one
V R / \ R /
non degenerate hermitian left β'-module ^/=(F/, φ').
Theorem 5. A quaternion R-algebra ( ' ^ j is isomorphic to a matrix ring
\ R /
R2 of degree two if and only if there is a quadratic extension B' of R such that
±V\^B>^R and [^ =1 in QS(R).R J
Proof. Suppose that there is a quadratic extension Br such that [J3X]=1 in
QS(R) and (—'-f-\ϋB'^)R. By Proposition 2, we may assume [B]=l in QS(R)\ R /
for (^ - )^, i.e. B=RelS)Re2, where ^  and e2 are orthogonal idempotents. Then by\ R I ( D V xD \ ^Σ> β\? ^ l^^j? and by Theorem 4 ( * )=(——)=#ΘJ3z;,
Λ / \ R J \ R )
where v2=φ(v, v)=a is unit in R. We have also an Λ-algebra isomorphism
from the matrix R2 to (^)=β05ί;= 1^θ 2^θ 1^ί;θΛ^ defined by\ R I
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ί JΛAΛ-)^, f )v\Λ->£2> ( jΛΛΛ-}# 1e1v and I JΛΛΛ-)^^' The converse
is easily obtained from that B'=( \dR2 is a quadratic extension such that\0 R'
[B']=\ inQ
s
(R).
Corollary 2. For any quaternion R-algebra ( ' ™ \ we have
\ R J
Proof. This is clear from ^-®
s
B^L^S?^ and [B®RB]R 1 V B
Corollary 3. If a quaternion R-algebra ( * ^ \ satisfies either \E\=l in
\ R I
QS(R) or φ— <X> /or ίom^ wm'ί α in R contained in N(B\ then the quadratic R-
module ((—^?-\9 NJ is hyperbolic.
Proof. If [B\= 1 in QS(R), (V,N\V) and (J5, TV | B) are hyperbolic by
Lemma 3, therefore ((^ ), N)=(V, N\ V)A_(B> N\B) is so. If
= (^ if ) and a<=N(B) then β can be replaced by 1 and so ί^-^]=B®Bv for
\ R / V JR /
e;2-!. Then, we have (f^-2), N\=(B9 N\B)JL(Bv, N\Bv)^(B, N\B)±
(JB, — JV I B), therefore this is hyperbolic.
4. In case 2 is invertible
In this section we assume that 2 is invertible in R.
Proposition 3. If (—LΦ}~R then \-L^-) is R-free, i.e. there are units a
V R * V R '
and b in R such that ^ = \=R®Ri®Rj®Rij, i2=aJ2=b and ij=-ij.\ R ' \ R I
Proof. If f ? ^ }~R, by Theorem 4 φ is ΰ-free, i.e. there is a unit a in
\ R I
R satisying ?>=<», and =B®Bi, i2=a. Since 2 is invertible, £'=
\ R *
^R[X]/(X2—a) is a separable quadratic extension of R. By Proposition 2, we
have ( ' ; = ( — ^ -^J for some £/, and ^ x is also .Z^-free, i.e. φ'=ζby=(B'j9 φ')\ R I \ xv /
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for some unit b in R. This means
R / \ R
Theorem 6. For a quaternion R-algebra \—L^-}> the following conditions
\ R
are equivalent \
2) there is an element u in ί ' ^ j sw£/i ίto w2=l αwJ R[u]==R+Ru is a
\ R '
maximal commutative subring of
R
3) £λm? w a quadratic extension Ef of R such that f _ ?-2 jssί — i-2_ j
\ jR / V .R /
4) ίAtfTtf w α wmϊ α m Λ ίz/^/ί ίAαί ί ? ^)^( — —}for a separable quadratic
extension B' and a<=N(B'),
5) L a /or ίo^ fnfώ 6 m R.
\ R / \ R /
Proof. 1)=^2): The element (° J=w in Λ2 satisfies the condition 2).
2) => 3): For a w satisfying the condition 2), jB^jRjV) is a quadratic extension
of J?. Because, £>— ( ? ^ J is a finitely generated projective left R[u]®RD°-\ R /
module, defined by (a®d°)y=ayd for y^D, a®d°^R[u]®RD°, since R[u]
®RD° is a separable Λ-algebra. And a maximal commutaive subring of D is
jR[w]— Hom^k/^^Z), D). Therefore, every maximal ideal p of R, R[u]^ is a
maximal commutative subring of D^. Hence [^ [ί/]^ : R^]=2. B'R\u\ is a sepa-
rable qaudratic extension of R such that [#']— 1 in ^(Λ). By Proposition 2, we
have ( ' ; = ( — ?-^-) for some φf. 3) =Φ 1) and 2) =^ 5) are easily obtained
\ R ' \ R /
from Theorem 5 and Proposition 3. 5) =Φ> 4) is clear. 4) =^ 2): Put
R
2
-:^ . Since a<=N(B')y there is a i in βx such that a=N(b)=bb.
Put u=b~lv, then #2=1 and 7?[w] is a maximal commutative subring of ( — — J.
\ R '
Corollary 4. If [B] is any element of QS(R), the twisted group ring Δ(G, B)
of B and the Galois group G=G(B/R) is ίsomorphίc to a matrix ring R2. Therefore
we have HomR(B, B)^R2.
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Proof. Since Δ(<7, B)=B®Bτ^ (r is the main involution of J3),
\ R *
by Theorem 6 we conclude UomR(B, β)^Δ(G, B) R
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